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H.C. BROWN, NOBEL 
CHEMIST, TO SPEAK 
AT ACADEMY DINNER 
Nobel prize winner Herbert C. Brown has pledged to 
present his Nobel Laur : ate Lecture in a rare personal 
appearance at a benefit program May 7 for the Minnesota 
Academy of Science. 
Brown, a professor at Purdue University, received the 
Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1979 for work in organic 
synthesis, sharing the award with Georg Wittig of Germany, 
although the two had done their work independently. 
Brown also has been recognized with numerous other 
awards, including the prestigious Priestley Medal in 1980. 
His discoveries in boron compounds have been described as 
among " ... the most versatile reagents ever created in 
organic chemistry." 
The May 7 lecture in behalf of the Minnesota Academy 
of Science will be presented together with a dinner and 
reception at Macalester College in St. Paul. Ticket informa-
tion and reservations are being channeled through the 
Academy office, and a major portion of the price to be set 
will be tax-deductible as a contribution to the Academy. 
Details and forms for advance requests will be mailed to 
Academy members and other scientific groups and indi-
viduals. Inquiries may be sent to the Minnesota Academy 
of Science, Room 410, Pioneer Building, St. Paul, MN 
55101, or may be initiated by telephone (612) 227-6361. 
ON THE COVER: - The fox p ictured on the cover of this issue-of the Journal is representative of 
the 297 animals studied by Denn is E. Simon, a student, aAd Prof. Merrill J. Frydendall of Mankato 
State University in a project to determine the age structure and distribution of red fox in southern 
Minnesota Counties. Results of their investigation during 1977 and 1978 based on X-ray and tooth· 
sectioning techniques, are reported in the article appearing on page 2. Photograph by Academy 
member Gordon A. Hanson. · 
The Minnesota Academy of Science does not take a stand on issues which may be discussed in articles published in the Journal. 
Readers shou ld bear in mind that views expressed in these articles are strictly those of the authors. 
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